PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
NOTEBOOK REQUIREMENTS

1. Include all class work in a categorized, systematic and neat fashion.

2. Summarize and evaluate 25 journal articles about topics listed below. The articles must be highlighted.

   Assessment ................................................. 5 articles
   Fitness Development ....................................... 5 articles
   Youth in Sport ............................................... 5 articles
   Inclusion ..................................................... 5 articles
   General Elementary Physical Education ........... 5 articles

   TOTAL .......... 25 articles

3. Write a two and one-half page paper on the integration of faith and biblical principles in the elementary physical education curriculum.

4. Develop and state a plan for class management as well as how to maintain a positive, learning environment.

5. Create and describe five activities for each of the following motor skills:

   **LOCOMOTOR** | **NON LOCOMOTOR** | **MANIPULATIVE**
   *running* | *stretching* | *throwing*
   *jumping* | *balancing* | *catching*
   *hopping* | *catching* | *kicking*
   *skipping* | *striking* |

6. Define and illustrate an appropriate student evaluation system you would implement in an elementary physical education program.

7. Describe in detail the project to be completed in the fall Senior Seminar course.

8. Plan and document a modified physical education strategy for the special populations situation given to you in class.